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Bifurcation:
The qualitative structure of the flow can change as parameters are varied. In particular, fixed points can be created or destroyed, or their stability can change.
These qualitative changes in the dynamics are called bifurcations, and the parameter values at which they occur are called bifurcation points [13] Bifurcation means a splitting into two parts. The term bifurcation is commonly used in the study of nonlinear dynamics to describe any sudden change in the behaviour of the system as some parameter is varied. The bifurcation then refers to the splitting of the behaviour of the system into two regions: one above, the other below the particular parameter value at which the change occurs [8]
Period-doubling bifurcation:
When a sudden change in the behaviour of the system refers to the splitting the system into two region i.e. Period 1 orbit bifurcates into period 2 which again bifurcates into a period 4 and so on, as the parameters are varied; such phenomenon is occurred when / ( ) = −1 , which is known as period doubling bifurcation. does not depend at all on the form of the specific family of maps.
Accumulation point:
We see in period doubling bifurcation, period one orbit bifurcates into period two orbit which again bifurcates into a period four orbit and this sequence of successive bifurcation continues. In fact, there is an infinity of period doubling bifurcations occurring at shorter and shorter intervals. 
Our Vital Study:
Considering above definitions as our tool,
we first try to find out the fixed points and it's nature.
Here we our model is
Solving ( ) = , we get = Also at x = ( ) , we get ( ) = ( ) Now,
Solving ( ) = ,we get
Which is quadratic in t , solving for t we have
Thus for the particular value of ,where the second bifurcation occurs the periodic points are of the form Also for high value b ie when
Again from (*) we have . . Now for 1< µ <7/3 , the absolute value of ( ) remain less than 1,and the point is stable.As soon as µ>7/3 the point becomes unstable. Hence µ=7/3 is the 1 st bifurcation point of our model. Their intersection evinces two fixed points of f. 
